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Carlfors Bruk AB
Aluminium powder for the lightweight concrete industry and aluminium paste for the paint and printing ink industry.

Grimm Metallpulver GmbH
Manufacturer of metal-based (Aluminium), lamellar micro-plated materials used in renders and masonry mortars
to create hydrogen gas bubbles to compensate shrinkage and prevent cracks.

Benda-Lutz Werke GmbH
Manufacturer of aluminium powders, used as drying shrinkage compensator in drymix mortars (blended with lime
dust, trade name Expandal) and in aluminium pastes (in methoxy propanol or diethylene glycol) for lightweight
concrete.

Arquimex S.A.C. el.
Manufacturer of aluminium flakes and powders, also for the manufacture of cellular concrete. Also distributor for
various companies for construction chemicals.

Eckart GmbH & Co. KG
Manufacturer of leaf-shaped aluminium powders and pastes, used in the construction industry for producing foam
concrete. 

Velox Trading GmbH
Sales partner of Carlfors Bruk AB and their aluminium powder for the aerated concrete industry.
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Disclaimer
All informations given constitute the best knowledge of drymix.info. We do not accept any liabilities for incorrect, incomplete or irrelevant
informations, if you or your company detect such inconsistencies, please make us aware of it, we shall correct them at our own discretion.
Links to the respective websites are only added to the listings of customers of drymix.info. The staff of drymix.info works according to its best
knowledge of the subject. drymix.info reserves the right to alter, delete or set inactive any link at its own discretion. drymix.info is not
responsible for any contents linked or referred to from this page.

The current disclaimer on www.drymix.info applies to all contents on drymix.info, including this download document.
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